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Chalcophanite, ZnMn3OT'3H2O: New crystal-structure determinations
Jnrrnnv E. Posr, D.qsrnr,E. Appr,nNr.lN
Department of Mineral Sciences,Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560, U.S.A.

Ansrnlcr
Single-crystalX-ray structure refinements of the layer zinc-manganeseoxide mineral
chalcophanite,using crystalsfrom Bisbee,Arizona, and Sterling Hill, New Jersey,yielded
unit-cellparametersa:7.533(3) A, s: 20.794(7)A 6lstee) and a:7.541(3) A, s:
20.824(8)A lNew Jersey)and convergedto residualsof R: 0.043 and R: 0.041, respectively, in spacegroup R3. The structures are similar to one previously reported as
triclinic but with significant differencesin atom positions and bond lengths. Modeling of
the orientation of the water molecule using structure-energycalculations has delineated
the hydrogen-bondingschemein chalcophanite.Probable hydrogen bonds occur between
water molecules and between the watcr oxygen atom and two oxygen atoms in the octahedral sheets,contributing to the binding force between layers.

INrnooucnoN
Chalcophanite,a hydrated zinc-manganeseoxide with
a layer structure,was originally describedby Moore (1875)
from Sterling Hill, New Jersey.Subsequently,the mineral
has been recognizedas a common weatheringproduct in
many Mn-bearing base-metaldeposits.The crystal structure was determinedby Wadsley (1955) in spacegroup
PI using Weissenbergfilm data (R : 0.15), and he proposedthe ideal chemicalformula ZnMnrOr.3HrO.
Chalcophanite is one of a family of tetravalent manganeseoxide minerals with layer structures (phyllomanganates)including lithiophorite, birnessite, ranceite,
takanelite, and perhapsvernadite. Ofthese, besideschalcophanite, only the crystal structure of lithiophorite has
been thoroughly investigated (Wadsley, 1952; Post and
Appleman, unpub. data). It has been suggestedthat the
other phyllomanganateslisted above are structural analogues of chalcophanite(e.g., Giovanoli et al., 1970;
Chukhrov et al., 1985). Unfortunately, the poorly crystalline nature ofthese phaseshas prevented any detailed
studies of their structuresor crystal chemistry.
As part of a continuing study of the tetravalent manganeseoxide minerals, we have completed detailed structure refinements, using single-crystal X-ray diffraction
data, for chalcophanitecrystalsfrom New Jerseyand Arizona. We have determined that the chalcophanitestructure has trigonal symmetry, not triclinic as determined
by Wadsley(1955),and have obtainedaccurateatom positions and bond distancesin spacegroup R3. We have
also employed structure-energyminimization methods to
determine the likely orientation of the water molecule.
ExpBnrnrnNTAL DETAILS
Single crystals of chalcophanite were selectedfrom samples
from Sterling Hill, New Jersey(NMNH Cl8l4), the same sample that supplied the crystal used by Wadsley (1955), and from
Bisbee, Arizona (NMNH R12334). The crystals are platelets
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measuringapproximately0.60 mm x 0.30 mm x 0.16 mm
(Bisbee)and 0.30 mm x 0.30 mm x 0.01 mm (SterlingHill).
Precessionand Laue photographsshow an R-centered lattice in
Laue Class3 for both crystals,indicating spacegroup R3 or R3.
The threefold axis is normal to the platelets.This doesnot agree
with the triclinic (PI) symmetry found by Wadsley (1955), but
is consistentwith Moore's (1875) initial description of chalcophanite as rhombohedral, basedon crystal morphology. It is puzzling that Wadsley reported not observing any symmetry in a
Laue photograph taken normal to the platelets. Wadsley's tric l i n i cc e l l( a : 7 . 5 4 A , U : l . S q A , c : 8 . 2 2 A , a : 9 0 " , 0 :
|l7 .2, 1 : l2O) is relatedto our trigonalcell (Table l) by / - |,
0, 0 /0, -1,0 /2, 1,3/. A. pronouncedR-centeredsubcell(a :
2.88 A, c:20.79 A) is apparentin the precessionphotographs.
The weaker reflections defining the true cell result from the ordering ofvacancies in the octahedrallayer (seebelow).
Electron-microprobeanalysesof chalcophanitefrom Sterling
Hill, New Jersey,reported by Ostwald (1985), yield a chemical
formula that is very closeto ZnMnrOt'3HrO, which is also consistent with microprobe analysesof the specimenfrom Bisbee,
Arizona. In both cases,water was determined by ditrerence.
Intensity data were collected with a Krisel-automated Picker
four-circle diffractometer by the step-scanmode, using Zr-fiItered MoKa radiation. The experimental parametersare summarized in Table 1. The reflections were examined graphically
and backgroundpoints adjusted as needed.Reflectionswith intensitiesgreaterthan 4o and 3o, for the Bisbeeand New Jersey
data sets, respectively,were tagged as observed. Many of the
reflections are broad or partially split, especiallyfor the Bisbee
crystal, indicating slight misalignment between platelets. The data
were corrected for absorption using the Gaussian integration
method in the xr,r crystallographiccomputing package(Stewart
and Hall, 1985) for p : 88 cm | (International Tablesfor X-ray
Crystallography, 1914). Refinement of setting angles by the
method of Hamilton (International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallography, 1974)for 20 reflections(45' < 20 < 60) yielded the unitcell oarameterslisted in Table L
The structure refinements were performed using the xrnr
computing package(Stewart and Hall, 1985). Statistical distributions of the normalized structure factors strongly indicate a
centrosymmetric stnrcture (R3). Scatteringfactors (Mna+,2,n2t,
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TABLE1. Crystaland structurerefinementdata
Bisbee
Space group
a (A)
c (A)
20 range (l
Data collected
Step-scan paramerers
Step size (')
Time/step(s)
Standard reflections
Time between
standards(min)
Merging R factor
for equivalent
reflections(%)Unique reflections
observed
unobserved
Parametersrefined
R factor

NJ

7.533(3)
20.754(7)
3-70
+h, k, +l

New Jersev

R3
7.s41(3)
20.824(8)
3-60
+h, k, +l

0.04
4.0

0.04
4.O

z

2

180

180

Mn

o
Zn
Hzo

7.8
824
108

Zn

Rn7

43
0 043

o

92

Mn

43
0.041

. Calculatedfor observed and unobservedreflections

osin?

Fig. l.

Projection of the chalcophanitestructure along a.

cations and water molecules in the stacking sequence
. . .Mn-O-Zn-HrO-Zn-O-Mn' ' ' (Fig. 1).One out of every
seven octahedral sites in the Mn-O sheet is vacant (Fig.
2), and the Zn cations are above and below the vacancies.
Our refinements confirm that the vacant octahedral sites
in the Mn layers are completely ordered. The Mn coordination octahedron is distorted, with Mn-O bond lengths
rangingfrom 1.857 A to t.goz A 6aUte 5). The mean
distance of l.9l A is trpical for Mno* in octahedral coordination, e.g.,the mean Mn4+4 distance in pyrolusite
is 1.887 A 6aur, 1976).The Mn cations are displaced
from the center of the octahedron toward the vacancy
(and away from Mn cations in neighboring octahedra),
resulting in distancesto the 02 atoms (nearestthe vacant
site) of 1.857A and 1.869A, comparedwith 1.937A
and 1.967 A to 03 and Ol, respectively(Fig. 2). The
larger mean Mn-O distance (1.94 A) found for lithiophorite (Post and Appleman, unpub. data) reflects the
presencein that structure of both Mn3t and Mna*. Previous studieshave suggestedthat somelower-valenceMn
DrscussroN
might also occur in chalcophanite(Wadsley, 1955; OsThe structuresreported here are similar to that deter- twald, 1985). The averageMn-O bond lengths observed
mined by Wadsley (1955) but with significant differences in this study, however, indicate that our chalcophanites
in atom positions and bond lengths.There are no signif- apparently have little if any lower-valenceMn in the Mn
icant differencesbetween the refined atom positions and sites. If some lower-valence Mn is present in the octabond lengths for the New Jerseyand Arizona chalcopha- hedral layer, then the charge must be balanced by subnite structures,and in the discussionbelow, all references stituting hydroxyl for oxygen anions or by increasingthe
number of cations in the interlayer region. Fourier-difare to the Bisbeestructure unlessotherwise stated.
The chalcophanitestructure consistsof sheetsof edge- ference maps show no evidence in either of our chalcosharing Mna*Ou octahedra alternating with layers of Zn phanite structuresfor extra interlayer cation sites,including the site observedby Wadsley(1955).
' A copy ofthe structure factor tables may be ordered as DocThe Zn cations occupy sites directly above and below
ument AM-88-391 from the BusinessOfrce, Mineralogical Sovacanciesin the Mn octahedral sheet and are coorthe
ciety of America, 1625 I Street, N.W., Suite 414, Washington,
dinated to three 02 atoms (2.069 A) and three water
D.C. 20006, U.S.A. Pleaseremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
oxygenatoms(O4) (2.14A).TheZtcations are displaced
O ) and anomalous dispersion corrections were taken from the
International Tablesfor X-ray Crystallography(1970. The positions of the Mn and Zn atoms were determined by using a
sharpenedPatterson map, and the oxygen atoms were located
with subsequentFourier-differencesyntheses.Full-matrix leastsquaresrefinements with isotropic temperature factors of the
Arizona and New Jerseychalcophanitestructuresyielded residuals of 0.050 and 0.043, respectively,for reflections tagged as
observed(seeTable 1). Inclusion ofanisotropic temperaturefactors in the refinement resulted in final residuals of 0.043 and
0.041, respectively.Refinement of the occupanciesof Zn, Mn,
and water sites indicated that each was fully occupied. Difference-Fouriermaps calculatedusing the final parametersshowed
maximum electron-densitypeaksnear the Zn and Mn atorns of
1.2 and 1.0 e/A3 for the Arizona and New Jersey structures,
respectively.Most likely these differencepeaks are the result of
the poor quality (broadening and splitting) of many reflections
and of crystal-measurementerrors for the absorption correction.
Observedand calculatedstructure factors are given in Tables
2 and 3,t and atom positions and bond lengths are listed in
Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
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TABLE
4. Chalcophaniteatom positionsand temperaturefactors
U""

uu
Mn
Zn

o1

B
NJ
B
NJ
6

NJ
B
NJ

o3
o4

5
NJ
B
NJ

0.71869(1
0) 0 57771(1110.99948(3) 68(2)
0.71873(1
3) 0.57764(1
3) 0.999s1(4) s8(2)
0
0.09997(5) 10s(2)
0
0.09995(6) 101(3)
0
0
0.52784(53) 0 62297(52) 0.04721(15) 83(6)
0.5281
7(65) 0 62287(63) 0.04701(19) 76(71
o.26077(54) 0.206s5(53) 0.0s048(16)101(6)
(68) 0.20621
(65) 0.05036(19) 87(8)
0.26021
0
0
071250(27) 82(10)
0
0
071224(33\ 84(13)
0.17900(63) 0.931
07(63) 0.1643s(19)167(7)
0.17910(79) 0.92996(77) 0.16463(23) 160(9)

57(2)
52(4)
100(3)
102(4)
e8(13)
94(1e)
97(14)
e8(19)
s3(15)
9s(21)
't52(17)
169(23)

ue

58(3)
55(4)
100(3)
102(4\
83(13)
65(18)
s5(14)
87(1s)
93(15)
95(21)
182(18)
166(23)

s0(3)
65(3)

2(2)
0(3)
00
117(4) 50(1)
00
51(2)
99(5)
0(11)
80(12) s0(12)
7(14)
76(17) 41(16)
2801)
122(141 s5(12)
12(15)
89(17) 54(16)
00
63(22) 46(7)
00
63(30) 48(10)
160(1s) 73(15) -28(13)
128(18) 69(17) -19(18)

Note. "B" indicatesBisbeecrystaland "NJ" indicatesNew Jerseycrystal.
' Temperature-factorcoefficientsare in A, x 104;anisotropic temperaturefactors have the form U,t: expf-2r2(tf a*2ur +

along an octahedraltriad axis toward the vacancy (Table
5). The meanZn-O distanceof 2.1I A is the sameas that
predicted using the ionic radii ofShannon (1976).
The water moleculesin chalcophanite,like the Mn atoms, form a hexagonalclose-packedlayer with one out
of sevenmoleculesabsent.Infrared spectroscopicstudies
of chalcophaniteby Potter and Rossman (1979) indicate
a crystallographicallyordered water molecule with about
the same degree of hydrogen bonding as in water. Our
structure refinement confirms the ordered nature of at
least the water oxygen atom (as indicated by the reasonable thermal parametersrefined for 04) and reveals one
obvious hydrogen-bonddi stanceof 2.765 A betweenwater
oxygen atoms (O4-O4 in Table 5). Several distancesin
the range 2.87-3.06 A from the water oxygen to Ol and
02 in the Mn octahedrallayer srrggestother possiblehydrogen bonds. It was not possible to locate the H positions from difference-Fouriermaps calculated for either
chalcophanite structure. Consequently, we used structure-energycalculations to model the orientation of the
water molecule.
The structure-energycalculations were performed using the computer program wMrN(Busing, l98l), modified
to use short-rangeenergyparametersderived from modified-electron-gas(MEG) calculations (Post and Burnham, 1986). Becausethe MEG theory does not permit
calculation of parameters involving H*, we used shortrangeparametersfor O-H interactions derived by fitting
to observed layer silicate structures containing OH- anions (Abbott et al., 1989). During the energy-minimization procedure, the chalcophanite framework was fixed
to the structure refined for the Bisbee sample, and an
idealized water molecule (O-H :0.97 A) was allowed to
rotate and translate.Similar modeling of water molecules
in other mineral structures(e.g.,gypsum) has yielded excellent results,compared with experimental data (unpub.
results).The fact that the minimized water oxygen-atom
position for chalcophanite agreesto within 0.07 A with
the refined site also supports the validity of the model
calculations. The minimum-energy orientation of the
water molecule is shown in Figure 2, and the H positions
a r e H l ( 0 . 2 2 9 , 0 . 0 2 50, . 1 9 8 ) H
; 2 ( 0 . 3 1 0 ,0 . 9 4 0 , 0 . 1 4 4 ) .

U""

ur"

Up

2s(2)
28(3)

1(2)
-0.1(3)
-5(10)
-3(14)
26(11)
-8(14)
4(14)
7(171

+ 2klV d Udl.

The final Fourier-differencemaps for each of the chalcophanite structures show 0.5 to 0.8 e/fu peaks close to
the minimized H-atom positions, again giving us confidence that our model is correct. Pertinent distancesand
anglesinvolving the H atoms, calculated using the minimum-energy H positions, are included in Table 5.
Table 5 lists three O-H distancesless than 2.+0 A, the
rangetypically indicative of significant hydrogenbonding
(Baur, 1972): l .9 8 A (o,t-H 2), 2.1I A 1Oz-n t ;, and 2. 19
A (OI-UZ). The strongesthydrogen bond, assumed to
correpondto the shortest04"'O and H"'O distances,
is betweenwater molecules.The remaining two apparent
hydrogen bonds are betweenthe water molecule and Ol
and 02 in the Mn octahedral layer, and they contribute
to the binding force between the layers. The 03 atom
does not significantly participate in the hydrogen-bonding scheme.
The results of our refinementsare consistent with the
composition ZnMnrOr'3HrO. Previous studies report a
bondlengths(A) and
TABLE
5. SelectedBisbeechalcophanite
bondangles(")
Mn-O1

-o1'
-o1'
-03
(Mn-O)

1 967(4)
1 891(4)
1 913(7)
1.857(5)
1.86e(4)
1.937(3)
1.906

Zn-O2(x3l
-O4(x 3)
<Zn-O)

2.069(3)
2.140(8)
2.105

o1-ol
-O1(x 2)

2.586(5)
2.866(8)
2.503(5)
2.815(9)
2.754(5)
2.546(6)
2.853(5)
2.914(6)
2.961(6)

-o2
-o2
-o3
-o3
-o4
-o4

O2-O2(x2)
-O2(x 2)
-o3
-o4
-o4
-o4

3.110(6)
2.762(7)
2.711(4)
3.002(6)
2.871(7)
2.941(5)

o 3 - o 4 ( .3 )

3.0s7(7)

o4-O4(x 2)
-O4(x 2)
-o4

2.765(6)
2.892(1
1)
3.124(5)

H1-O2
-o3

2.11
2.41

H2-O1
-o4

2.19
1.98

o2-H1-O4
o3-H1-O4
o1-H2-O4
o4-H2-O4

144
125
130
135

Nofej Bond lengths for the structure of New Jersey crystal are within
errors of abovevalues.H positionsfrom structure-energymodelwere used
in calculationsol bond lengthsand anglesinvolvingH atoms.
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tioned above, it has been suggestedthat birnessite, ranceite, and takanelite are derivatives of chalcophanite, with
Na*, Ca2*,K*, and Mn2* as the interlayer cations. Chukhrov et al. (1985) have proposed a birnessite structure
based on that of chalcophanite but with a random arrangementof the vacanciesin the Mn octahedral layers.
X-ray powder-diffraction patterns of these layer Mn oxides show major differencesas well as similarities to those
of chalcophanite and cannot be indexed using the chalcophanite unit cell. In addition to having different interlayer cations, the phyllomanganateminerals listed above
also typically contain lesswater than chalcophanite(Ostwald. 1985).
RnpnnpNcns crrno

Fig.2. (A) Mn,O octahedrallayer in chalcophanite,projected
down c. The small solid circles representMn atoms at aboLrtz
:0, and the large circles representoxygen atoms at abottt z:
0.05 (sol@ and z : -0.05 (open).(B). Zn and water (O4) layers
in chalcophanite,projected down c. The large circles represent
oxygenatoms at about z:0.05 (solid) and z: 0.165 (open),
and the medium-sized solid circles representZn atoms at z :
0. l00. H-atom (small solid circles)positions are from structureenergymodeling. Probable hydrogen bonds betweenwater moleculesare indicated by dashedlines.
considerable range of chalcophanite compositions from
several localities. For example, Mg- (Potter and Rossman,1979), Ni- (Elias et al., 1981), and Ag-rich (Radtke
etal.,1967) chalcophanites have been described. Ostwald
(1985) also reported a possible Mn2*-rich chalcophanite.
In each of these cases, X-ray powder-diffraction and infrared studies suggest that the materials are isostructural
with the Zn-beaing chalcophanite described here. Presumably the Mg, Ni, etc. substitute for the Zn. As men-
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